A quitting game is a sequential game where each player has two actions: to continue or to quit. The game continues as long as all players decide to continue. The moment at least one player decides to quit, the game terminates. The terminal payoff depends on the subset of players who quit at the terminating stage. If the game continues forever, then the payoff for the players is some fixed-payoff vector.
1. Introduction. There are many ways to formulate the notion of Nash equilibrium in undiscounted stochastic games. The strongest of these is uniform -equilibrium. A strategy profile is a uniform -equilibrium if for any n sufficiently large, no player could profit more than over n periods by deviating. A payoff vector is a uniform equilibrium payoff if it is the limit (as goes to 0) of the payoffs that correspond to a sequence of uniform -equilibrium strategy profiles. Arguments in favor of this formulation of Nash equilibria can be found in Aumann and Maschler (1995) .
Existence of uniform equilibrium payoffs in n-player undiscounted stochastic games, while suspected, is still not proven. Existence for important special cases has been established; see, for example, Mertens and Neyman (1981) , Vrieze and Thuijsman (1989) , Vieille (2000a, b) , and Solan (1999) .
In all the papers referred to, the uniform -equilibrium profiles are quite elaborate and admit no easy interpretation. They are history dependent, require the players to use a battery of statistical tests to check for deviations amongst their rivals, and rely on a grim trigger to enforce compliance.
While Nash equilibrium is the most popular solution concept for a game, it is not the only one. For games in strategic form, Aumann (1974) proposes the notion of correlated equilibria, which are equilibria in an extended game that includes a correlation device. The device chooses a signal for each player before the start of play, and reveals to each player the signal chosen for him. A correlated equilibrium is a Nash equilibrium of the extended game. For finite games in strategic form, correlated equilibria have a number of appealing properties. They are computationally tractable. Existence is verified by checking a system of linear inequalities rather than a fixed point. The set of correlated equilibria is closed and convex.
For sequential games (ones played in stages), two generalizations of correlated equilibria are possible. One involves a correlation device that sends to each player a signal before the start of each round. This signal can depend on the history of past signals as well as past plays. In contrast with the problem of existence of uniform equilibrium payoff, existence of a correlated equilibrium of this kind was proved for every n-player stochastic game by Solan and Vieille (1998a) .
The second generalization is a correlation device that sends a signal to each player just once at the start of the first round. It is this form of correlated equilibrium that is the focus of the paper. We show that every quitting game admits a correlated equilibrium payoff, where the correlation device sends to each player a single signal before the start of play. A quitting game is a sequential game in which each player has two actions: to quit or to continue. The game continues as long as all players decide to continue. The moment at least one player decides to quit, the game terminates. The terminal payoff depends on the subset of players who quit at the terminating stage. If the game continues forever, then the payoff for the players is some fixed-payoff vector.
Quitting games are a special case of absorbing games, which are a class of stochastic games. They are the simplest nontrivial stochastic games which are rich enough to confound classical proof techniques. For example, Solan and Vieille (1998b) give an instance of a four-player quitting game in which the classical approach to proving existence of a uniform equilibrium payoff fails. Furthermore, while all strategic form games with a finite number of strategies are known to admit a correlated equilibrium, this result does not extend to games with countably infinite strategy spaces. In particular, every quitting game can be represented in strategic form with countably infinite pure strategies of the type "quit in period t."
We then generalize the result to probabilistic quitting games. Those are quitting games in which the probability that the game terminates after at least one player quits is strictly positive, but need not be one. Finally, we explain how this result can be extended to absorbing games. Since the proof of this extension is long, the interested reader is referred to Solan and Vohra (1999) for more details.
The model and main result.
A quitting game is a triplet N a r L =L⊆N where • N is a finite set of players.
• a ∈ R N is a daily payoff.
N is a payoff vector if the coalition L quits. At each stage every player declares, independently of the others, whether he quits or continues. If all players continue the game continues to the next stage. If at least one player quits, the game terminates.
Let t be the termination stage and, if t < , let L be the coalition of players who quit at stage t . The payoff of each player i is given by a i if t = , and r L i if t < . A correlation device is a pair S i i∈N p where S i is a finite set of signals and p is a probability distribution over S = i∈N S i .
Let C = S i i∈N p be a correlation device. The extended game with correlation device C is played as follows.
(1) A signal profile s = s i ∈ S is chosen according to p.
The original quitting game is played as before. A (behavioral) strategy for player i in the extended game is a function i S i ×N → 0 1 , where i s i n is the probability that player i quits at stage n if he receives the signal s i and the game was not terminated before stage n. Denote the strategy space of player i by i S i . Note that the strategy space does not depend on the probability distribution p or on the signal spaces of the other players. Note also that if the signal spaces are all singletons, then any strategy in the extended game is also a strategy in the original game without a correlation device.
A strategy profile is a vector = i i∈N of strategies. Every strategy profile and every n = 1 2 induce a payoff vector n ∈ R N in the n-stage game:
A strategy profile is a correlated (uniform) -equilibrium in the extended game if there exists n 0 ∈ N such that for every player i ∈ N , every strategy i ∈ i S i of player i, and every n = n 0 n 0 + 1 ,
A strategy profile is a (uniform) -equilibrium if it is a correlated -equilibrium and the signal spaces are all singletons. Definition 2.2. A payoff vector w ∈ R N is a correlated equilibrium payoff if for every > 0 there is a correlation device C and a correlated -equilibrium in the extended game such that − w < . Note that by the monotone convergence theorem, lim n→ n exists for every fixedstrategy profile , and is equal to . Hence a correlated equilibrium payoff is a correlated -equilibrium payoff in any finite but sufficiently long game.
Our first result is:
Theorem 2.3. Every quitting game admits a correlated uniform equilibrium payoff.
A probabilistic quitting game is a quitting game in which the probability that the game terminates if at least one player quits is strictly positive, but not necessarily one.
We generalize the first result to probabilistic quitting games.
Theorem 2.4. Every probabilistic quitting game admits a correlated uniform equilibrium payoff.
In §5 we explain how the existence result can be extended to absorbing games.
3. An example. Consider the following three-player quitting game, where Player 1 chooses a row, Player 2 chooses a column, and Player 3 chooses a matrix. 3 0 1 is a correlated equilibrium payoff. A naive candidate for a correlation device is the following:
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• The correlation device chooses a player. Each player is chosen with probability 1/3.
• The device informs the chosen player that he was chosen, and the other two players that they were not chosen.
We then define a strategy profile, in which all players follow the same strategy:
• If you were chosen, quit at Stage 1 with probability one.
• If you were not chosen, continue forever. The construction described above is sensitive to two things. The first is the incentives that the chosen player has to never quit. The second is the payoff to an unchosen player from two players quitting at the same stage. If this were large enough, an unchosen player might profit by quitting at the first stage.
The second of these can be accommodated by masking the stage at which the chosen player quits. For example, the chosen player is told to quit in each stage with probability > 0. Now the unchosen players are ignorant of who the first player is to quit as well as the stage at which he will quit.
Dissuading the chosen player from quitting at a stage other than that prescribed by the device, or continuing indefinitely, is more difficult. In our example Players 1 and 2 are better off if the game never terminates. Thus, if Player 1 is the chosen one, why should he quit? The other two players do not know that he is the chosen one. To deal with this possibility we will ensure that one of the unchosen players can punish Player 1 for his deviation. The idea is to instruct the unchosen players to continue for a certain number of rounds and then quit. To force compliance by Player 1, the payoff to Player 1 by continuing forever should be at most one.
In this example each player i has a punisher-a player j = i who by quitting yields player i a low payoff. Player 1 is the punisher of Player 3, Player 2 is the punisher of Player 1, and Player 3 is the punisher of 2. A simple modification of the previous equilibrium scheme suggests itself: The device chooses a player uniformly at random to quit at the first stage, and informs his punisher that he should quit at the second stage if the chosen one has not quit at the first stage.
The flaws are obvious. First, the punisher knows who the chosen one is, and might profit by quitting on the first period too. This problem does not arise in this example. Second, the player who is neither the chosen one nor the punisher receives some information too. If Player 3 is neither the chosen one nor the punisher, he can deduce that Player 1 is the chosen one. Therefore, Player 3 would rather quit at the first stage.
To avoid these flaws the device must inform the punisher while masking the identity of the chosen one. One way of doing this is described below.
• The device chooses one player i to be the "designated quitter." Each player is chosen with probability 1/3.
• The device chooses a quitting stage Q, uniformly in 1 M , where M is a sufficiently large positive integer, and sends it to the designated quitter.
• The device chooses a punishment stage P, uniformly in M + 1 2M , and sends it to player i + 1 mod 3, the punisher of i.
• The device sends P + 1 to the third player. We now define a pure strategy profile in the extended game, in which all players follow the same strategy:
• Quit at the stage the device recommended. The chosen player knows that he was chosen, since his quitting stage is at most M, whereas the quitting stages of the other two exceed M. If the chosen player does not quit, he will be punished and get zero. Moreover, the probability that he will correctly guess the quitting stage of his punisher is low. Hence, he has no reason to disobey the recommendation. With high probability the punisher and the third player receive a signal in M + 2 2M . In this case, the conditional probability that each is a punisher is 1/2, and therefore the conditional probability that each of their opponents is the designated quitter is 1/2 as well. In particular, they have no reason to deviate. Thus, this joint probability distribution over 1 2M + 1 3 is a correlated -equilibrium, provided M is sufficiently large (in our example, provided M ≥ 2/ ).
The proof.
4.1. A condition on the payoffs. For every player i define the punishment level of i by
This is the minimal amount player i may receive if a single player j = i quits, while everyone else continues.
We say that i is punishable if p i ≤ r i i , and define the punisher of i, j i , as a player who minimizes the right-hand side of (2). Let N be the set of punishable players.
We denote by A = c i q i the set of actions of player i. We identify every vector x ∈ 0 1 N with the stationary strategy that indicates each player i to quit at every stage with probability x i . We identify the pure action c i (continue) with the mixed action x i = 0 and the pure action q i (quit) with the mixed action
Lemma 4.1. Either the game admits a stationary -equilibrium for every > 0 sufficiently small, or there exists a probability distribution over N that satisfies
Proof. Case 1. a i ≥ r i i for every player i. The stationary strategy profile x that is defined by x i = 0 ∀i ∈ N , i.e., no player ever quits, is a 0-equilibrium. Indeed, n i x = a i for each i and every n ∈ N ∪ , and for every pure deviation y i of player i,
If Case 1 does not hold, there is a player i with a i < r i i . For every fixed ∈ 0 1 the following stationary strategy profile y is an -equilibrium:
Indeed, since N * is empty, r i j > r j j for every j = i. Hence (1) holds w.r.t. y, for every n ∈ N ∪ such that 1 − /2 n < /2. Define a new quitting game G, which is similar to G, except that the daily payoff is the punishment level p = p i i∈N rather than a.
For every discount factor ∈ 0 1 and every stationary profile x, let
be the expected -discounted payoff for player i under x in G. Let x ∈ 0 1 N be a stationary -discounted equilibrium of G, which exists by Fink (1964) , and let g = x ∈ R N be the corresponding -discounted equilibrium payoff. By taking a subsequence, we assume that x 0 = lim →0 x and g 0 = lim →0 g exist. Using a similar argument we will assume in the sequel that (finitely many) other limits exist as well.
Case 3. x 0 i > 0 for at least two players. It is well known that in this case x 0 is a terminating stationary 0-equilibrium of G (see, e.g., Thuijsman 1989 or Solan 1999) . Since x 0 i > 0 for at least two players, x 0 is a terminating stationary 0-equilibrium of G as well. Indeed, the game terminates with probability one even when a single player deviates, and the termination payoffs are the same in G and G.
Case 4. x 0 i > 0 for exactly one player i. In this case, g 0 = r i . First we claim that i is punishable. Indeed, since x 0 j = 0 for every j = i, it follows that as → 0, the probability that L ≤ 1 under the stationary strategy profile x −i c i converges to one. In particular, lim →0 i x −i c i is in the convex hull of p i and r j i j =i . Since p i ≤ r j i for every j = i, and by the equilibrium condition,
and i is punishable. For every fixed ∈ 0 1 the following stationary strategy y is an -equilibrium:
Indeed, (1) is satisfied w.r.t. y for every n ∈ N ∪ such that 1 − x 0 i /2 n < /2. We assume from now on that x 0 i = 0 for every player i. It is well known (see, e.g., Thuijsman 1989 or Solan 1999 ) that
where
Note that = i i∈N is a probability distribution. By the equilibrium condition, and since x 0 i = 0 for every i ∈ N ,
Moreover, if x i > 0 for every sufficiently small we get, as in Case 4,
and in particular i is punishable. Note that if i > 0, then x i > 0 for every sufficiently small; hence i is punishable. Case 5. i = 1 for some player i. By (6) player i is punishable and one can verify that for every fixed ∈ 0 1 , the stationary strategy y defined in (3) with x 0 i replaced by /2 is an -equilibrium.
Case 6. = 1. In this case g 0 = p. For every i j ∈ N such that i = j,
If Case 2 is not satisfied, N = . The stationary strategy y that was defined in Case 5 where i is any punishable player is an -equilibrium. Case 7. All previous cases do not hold. As mentioned above, player i is punishable once i > 0; hence the first condition holds. If Case 5 is not satisfied, the second condition holds as well. For every nonpunishable player i, r i i < p i ≤ r j i for every j = i; hence the third condition holds for nonpunishable players. For every punishable player i, p i ≤ r j i for every j ∈ N. By (5), (4), and since < 1 (if Case 6 is not satisfied), and the third condition holds for punishable players as well.
A correlated -equilibrium.
Proof. If for every > 0 sufficiently small the game admits a stationary -equilibrium, we are done. Otherwise, by Lemma 4.1 there exists a probability distribution over punishable players, such that for every player i, j∈N j r j i ≥ r i i and i < 1. Fix an > 0, and let M > 1/ be some fixed integer. Define a correlation device with signal spaces S i = 1 2M + 1 as follows.
• A designated quitter i ∈ N is chosen according to the probability distribution .
• A quitting stage Q is chosen, uniformly from the set 1 M .
• A punishment stage P is chosen, uniformly from the set M + 1 2M .
• Player i receives the signal Q, his punisher j i receives the signal P, and each player k = i j i receives the signal P + 1.
Define a pure strategy profile in the extended game, in which all players follow the same strategy:
• If you received the signal s, quit at stage s, and continue in all other stages. If all players follow , then the expected payoff is i∈N i r i . We will now show that no player can profit too much by deviating to another pure strategy.
Note that the designated quitter i knows he is the designated quitter, since only his signal is at most M. If the designated quitter deviates to a pure strategy that quits for the first time at stage n, instead of quitting at stage Q, his expected payoff is r i i if n < P, and r
if n > P. Since the probability that n = P is below , this means that this deviation can increase his expected payoff by at most .
Fix a player k who is not the designated quitter. If M + 1 < P < 2M (which happens with probability at least 1 − 2 ), then conditional on k's signal, the probability that each player l = k is the designated quitter is l / 1 − k . In particular, if M + 1 < P < 2M, k's expected payoff conditional on his signal is l =k l / 1 − k r l k ≥ l∈N l r l k . We now show that if M + 1 < P < 2M, player k cannot profit too much by deviating to a pure strategy that quits for the first time at stage n. Indeed, if n > Q his deviation does not affect his payoff, the probability that n = Q is at most 1/M < , and his payoff if n < Q is r k k ≤ l∈N l r l k . Thus, with probability at least 1 − 2 he cannot profit more than . Theorem 2.3 is proved.
Probabilistic quitting games.
Proof of Theorem 2.4. In quitting games it suffices for one player to get the signal that he is the designated quitter. In probabilistic quitting games, the game can continue even if the designated quitter quits. Hence, another player needs to be a designated quitter. Since signals are sent only before the start of play, this player needs to know in advance that if the game is not terminated by the first designated quitter, he should do the job.
Lemma 4.1 is still valid in this more general setting. (The definition of in this case is slightly different. i is the limit, as goes to 0, of the probability that L = i under x .) Assume that for every > 0 sufficiently small, the game does not admit a stationary -equilibrium. Fix > 0 sufficiently small, and let M > 1/ be some fixed integer. Let s 1 , s 2 s K be a sequence of independent outcomes of the correlation device described in the proof of Theorem 2.3, where K is sufficiently large. Thus, for each k, s k ∈ 1 2M + 1 N . The signal of player i is the sequence s i 1 s i 2 s i K . We now construct a strategy profile in the extended game in which the players play in rounds. The kth round never ends if no player quit in the first M stages of the round. Otherwise, it ends the moment at least one player quits. After the end of round K, the players play arbitrarily.
We now restrict ourselves to the kth round, for k = 1 K. At the beginning of the round the players forget the history before the round started, and they use the signal s k .
Player i, who received the signal s i k , plays as follows in the kth round: • If s i k ≤ M (player i is the kth designated quitter), he quits at stage s i k of the round.
• If s i k > M (player i is not the kth designated quitter), he continues until stage s i k of the round.
• If some player quit for the first time in this round at stage s i k − 1 (this player is the kth punisher), player i continues forever.
• Otherwise (player i is the kth punisher), he quits at stage s i k with probability one, and in each subsequent stage he quits with probability .
Some points are worth observing. First, if some player quits before stage M + 1 and the game does not terminate, the kth round ends. Thus, if a player who is not the designated quitter quits before stage M + 1, the players treat him as if he was the designated quitter: Only the designated quitter knows that that player deviated, but he has no means of transmitting this information to the other players. Similarly, if two players quit at the same stage and the game does not terminate, the play continues as if no deviation occurred.
Second, the punisher quits with probability at every stage that follows the punishment stage, rather than with probability one, so that the designated quitter would not know when the punisher will actually quit, and use this information to profit by quitting exactly at the same stage.
Third, the designated quitter i may profit by pretending he is the punisher (e.g., he quits at stage M + 1 and continues in all other stages; this is profitable if a i > j∈N j r j i ). Therefore, each player l checks whether the player who acts as if he is the punisher indeed quits at the punishment stage (given player l's information, if l is not the designated quitter the punishment stage is either s l k − 1 or s l k ). Fourth, if K is sufficiently large, the game terminates with probability at least 1− before the end of round K.
Assume M is sufficiently large so that the probability that s 1 s K reveal no information is at least 1 − . We now argue that, conditional on termination before round K and on s 1 s K revealing no information, no player can profit too much by a unilateral deviation.
Under , the expected payoff of player i conditional on termination in round k, is r i i if i is the kth designated quitter, and j =i j / 1 − i r j i ≥ r i i otherwise. It is sufficient to prove that no deviation i of player i that coincides with i until round k is pure in round k, and quits for the first time in that round at stage n, cannot increase the payoff of i too much. n may be greater than 2M + 1, which means player i does not quit at that round. Let i k be the kth designated quitter, and Q k (resp. P k ) the quitting (resp. punishment) stage at the kth round.
Assume first that i = i k is the designated quitter at round k. If n ≤ M, i's payoff remains unchanged. If M < n < Q k − 1 player i either receives r i i if the game terminates by him quitting, or he is punished. If n > Q k , then i does not profit, as he is punished in round k, while the probability that n ∈ Q k Q k − 1 is low.
Assume now that i = i k . If n < P k , then i does not profit, since r i i ≤ j =i j / 1− i r j i . The probability that n = P k is small, while if n > P k , his expected payoff remains unchanged.
5. Absorbing games. Absorbing games are a generalization of quitting games: The set of actions of each player i is some arbitrary finite set A i , and for each entry a of the multidimensional matrix A = × i∈N A i corresponds a daily payoff if this entry is chosen by the players, a probability of termination if that entry is played, and a terminal payoff if the game is terminated through this entry.
We now explain the main ideas behind the construction of the correlation mechanism in absorbing games. The proof itself is long, and the interested reader is referred to Solan and Vohra (1999) .
An absorbing entry is an entry where the probability of termination is strictly positive. A mixed-action profile is nonabsorbing if with probability zero an absorbing entry is played.
In this more general setting, if for every > 0 sufficiently small there is no uniform -equilibrium, one can still find a nonabsorbing mixed-action x and a probability distribution over absorbing entries such that an analogue of Lemma 4.1 holds. Some of those absorbing entries require a single player to play some other action than what is prescribed by x, while some of those absorbing entries require that more than one player would play some other action than the one prescribed by x. Forcing the players to use entries of the second type can be done by using standard statistical tests (see, e.g., Vieille 2000b or Solan 1999) . Forcing the players to use entries of the first type is more difficult.
Our construction suffers from a basic flaw in the general setting. Given a nonabsorbing mixed-action x, a player may have several punishing actions: one action to punish one player, and another action to punish another player. Since signals are sent only before the start of play, the player should know which action to use if he is the punisher and the designated quitter does not quit. If he has two punishing actions, then the knowledge of the punishing action he should use may reveal some information on the identity of the designated quitter, which may tell the player he is better off by deviating himself.
This difficulty is dealt with in two ways. If x is actually pure, then by assuming that the payoff function is generic, we may restrict each player i to punish his opponents using only one action: the action which is his best absorbing response to x −i . That is, it is the unique action a i that maximizes i's terminal payoff under x −i a i .
If x is not pure, then supp x i 0 ≥ 2 for some player i 0 . In this case, player i 0 can send public information to all other players: To send a bit of information (0 or 1) he plays either x i 0 or some fixed small perturbation of x i 0 for a long but finite period. If the period is long enough, with high probability the players can read correctly the bit that was sent. By dividing messages into bits, player i 0 can send any (finite) message to the other players. We call such a player a signaller.
While signalling player i 0 plays either x i 0 or a small perturbation of that mixed action; hence, if some other player j = i 0 deviates while player i 0 transmits information, player j's payoff would be close to his payoff if player i 0 played stationary x i 0 . Since such a deviation is detected immediately, one can ensure that it is not profitable.
One way to use this public signalling mechanism is as follows. Before start of play, the device chooses, in addition to the designated quitter i, a permutation over the players (uniformly from all such permutations) and a verification key V which is chosen uniformly from 1 M where M > 1/ . It then sends to each player k = i 0 the permutation and the verification key V . Player i 0 receives i , and, if he is not the designated quitter, also V .
We then instruct the players to play as follows: Quitting Phase.
• The designated quitter is supposed to quit prior to stage M. If at stage M the designated quitter has not quit, his identity should be revealed. Revelation Phase.
• Player i 0 publicly sends V and i . If player i 0 is the designated quitter, he does not know V , and the chance that he can mimic V is low. Hence, with high probability, i 0 's identity as the designated quitter is revealed. If player i 0 is not the designated quitter, he knows V ; hence, everyone knows he is not the designated quitter, and hence that he plays truthfully. Since all players but i 0 know , with the additional information of i they know the identity of the designated quitter.
Note that i 0 does not know the identity of the designated quitter.
Punishment Phase.
• If the punisher j is not i 0 , player j punishes player i during the following M stages.
• If after M stages no one punished the designated quitter, player i 0 infers that he is the punisher, and he punishes the designated quitter.
If there is only one signaller then the assumption that the game is generic implies that i 0 has a unique absorbing best response to x −i 0 , hence, i 0 does not need to know the identity of the designated quitter.
If there are two signallers, then the identity of the designated quitter can be revealed to everyone: The first signaller reveals the identity to everyone but himself, and then the second signaller reveals the identity to the first signaller (after clearing himself from being the designated quitter).
The description provided here is very simplistic: It illuminates the main ideas, but ignores many difficulties that arise in the analysis. In particular, the definition of the punishment level is more involved in the general setting, and more types of signalling are required. A complete analysis can be found in Solan and Vohra (1999) .
